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METALMASTER

DEFINITION

Rustmasters Metalmaster is a blend of Rustmasters Alucoat and Zinc Phosphates. The
ability to penetrate slight rust and adhere to sound metal surface below and seal clean
lightly abraded steel providing a tough corrosion resistant ultraviolet - stable coating.

USES

As a sealer on:Clean Steel
Lightly rusted steel
Weathered galvanised steel
Aluminium

PREPARATION

Area to be degreased, mill scale must be removed.
Basic preparation on rusted steel is as Rustmasters PDS.
Aluminium must be abraded to provide a suitable surface.

APPLICATION

Mix thoroughly before use, Application by brush - roller - airless or conventional spray methods.
On rusted steel use Rustmasters Rust Sealer as a base (sealer) coat, then apply Metalmaster wet
on wet for best results.

COVERAGE

12 to 15 m2/ltr

DYING TIME

Touch dry 1 hour @ 250C
Hard dry 6hours @ 250C

THINNING

Not required.

CLEAN UP

White Spirits or Mineral Turpentine

OTHER USES

As a top coat over Rustmasters Rust Sealer where a hard wearing system is required.

This information is based on data believed by Rustmasters Pty Ltd to be accurate at the time of writing but subject to change without notice. It is given in good faith but no warranty
expressed or implied is made concerning its detailed accuracy, completeness or otherwise. Independent determination as to the suitability of the product, by the user, should be made to
ensure its correct application and use. We have no control over the conditions under which this product is stored, handled or used, therefore our recommendations must not be regarded
as amounting to legal warranty or as involving any liability on us.

